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1. Introduction

Automated chemical synthesis reduced repetitive manual operations and revolutionized the discovery of functional compounds. Most sophisticated automated synthesis instruments are optimized to perform successive iterations of robust reactions for a single compound class: The well-defined and iterative character of peptide and oligonucleotide syntheses led to the development of automated solid-phase synthesis strategies that provide quick access to oligomers.[1,2] Inspired by these approaches, the automated synthesis of oligosaccharides[3] has significantly progressed and recently, the concept was adapted to the synthesis of small molecules.[4] The latter automated synthesis approaches focus on the generation of a single target molecule at a time. Proteome-wide epitope screening that requires the synthesis of thousands of peptides, cannot

Laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) is a rapid laser-patterning technique for high-throughput combinatorial synthesis directly on glass slides. A lack of automation and precision limits LIFT applications to simple proof-of-concept syntheses of fewer than 100 compounds. Here, an automated synthesis instrument is reported that combines laser transfer and robotics for parallel synthesis in a microarray format with up to 10 000 individual reactions cm⁻².

An optimized pipeline for amide bond formation is the basis for preparing complex peptide microarrays with thousands of different sequences in high yield with high reproducibility. The resulting peptide arrays are of higher quality than commercial peptide arrays. More than 4800 15-residue peptides resembling the entire Ebola virus proteome on a microarray are synthesized to study the antibody response of an Ebola virus infection survivor. Known and unknown epitopes that serve now as a basis for Ebola diagnostic development are identified. The versatility and precision of the synthesizer is demonstrated by in situ synthesis of fluorescent molecules via Schiff base reaction and multi-step patterning of precisely definable amounts of fluorophores. This automated laser transfer synthesis approach opens new avenues for high-throughput chemical synthesis and biological screening.
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be addressed with this approach. Parallel peptide production in an array format increases synthesis throughput and decreases the cost of goods. This high-throughput synthesis concept was introduced in the 1980s\[5\] and since continues to evolve.\[6–16\]

The SPOT,\[6\] photolithographic,\[7\] and particle-based\[10\] syntheses are now commercialized\[18–20\] and commonly used to prepare peptides for binding studies.\[21–23\] However, each approach has at least one major drawback in regards to the peptide spot density, the possible peptide length, or the resulting peptide spot morphology (Table 1). To overcome these limitations, laser-induced forward transfer can be used for the in situ generation of high-density peptide microarrays: Different types of pre-activated polymer embedded amino acids are precisely transferred by laser irradiation from easily exchangeable donor slides to a functionalized acceptor slide in a polymer spot pattern (Figure 1). Then, the resulting nanometer thin polymer spots, serving as “solid” solvent, allow for an on-demand heat-induced coupling reaction in parallel. Heated above the glass transition temperature of the polymer, in each spot, the specific pre-activated amino acid (AA) type reacts with the amino-functionalized acceptor slide. Consecutively, the acceptor slide can be washed (removal of excess AA and polymer), capped (acyetylation of non-reacted amino groups on the surface), and deprotected, which enables coupling of subsequent AAs. By repeating the procedure, the in situ built-up of the desired peptide sequences in the array format is performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Commercially established technologies for the synthesis of high-density peptide microarrays.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Synthesis approach</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot density [cm⁻²]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptide length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling yield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Principle of the laser-based peptide microarray synthesis. a) Material is transferred from different types of amino acid donor slides to a functionalized acceptor slide in a b) polymer reactor spot pattern. c) The polymer pattern is heated above the glass transition temperature allowing the pre-activated amino acids to couple to the amino-functionalized surface. d) Subsequently, the acceptor slide is washed, capped, and deprotected. e) Repeating the procedure enables the in situ synthesis of peptides in a microarray format.
Compared to liquid solvent-based in situ microarray synthesis approaches\cite{36,24} that require hydrophobic functionalization of the synthesis surface, the laser-based polymer transfer does not require this pre-treatment. Moreover, such technology is especially useful for rapidly generating individually customized arrays, which can aid diagnosis and monitoring of infectious\cite{25} or autoimmune diseases\cite{26} as rationally designed antigen variants can be quickly screened.

We described the principle previously\cite{14} but until today the process was limited to simple array syntheses of up to 64 short (9-residue) peptides,\cite{14,27} due to insufficient robustness and reproducibility of the process. Recent progress in the theoretical and experimental understanding of the laser transfer mechanism helped to overcome these obstacles. Precise and reproducible patterning is now possible,\cite{28} while the laser process temperature can be adjusted for more demanding AAs.\cite{29}

Here, we report an automated laser-based synthesizer that produces arrays with a spot density of up to 10 000 spots cm$^{-2}$. Combined with an optimization pipeline that can be adapted for various other in situ printing techniques, we are now able to synthesize complex microarrays containing thousands of different molecules in high yield and high reproducibility. The synthesis quality of this new methodology is superior as illustrated by comparing our peptide microarrays with a commercially available reference. The complete Ebola virus proteome was synthesized on a microarray with >480015-residue peptides to study the recognition of B cell epitopes in an Ebola virus disease survivor. Finally, we show the versatility and precision of the synthesizer by in situ synthesis of fluorescent molecules via Schiff base reaction and multi-step patterning of precisely definable amounts of fluorophores. This offers a new way for high-throughput chemical reaction screening in polymer reactors.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Automated Laser-Based High-Precision Synthesizer

The key characteristics of in situ generated peptide microarrays are the resulting spot density, spot morphology, and synthesis yield. These three features heavily rely on a precise and reproducible AA transfer. Therefore, we developed a microarray synthesizer (Figure 2; Figures S1–S3, Supporting Information) that utilizes our laser-based transfer approach with a reproducible and high transfer precision, automated by a robotic arm. A graphical user interface enables non-specialists to initiate the automated procedure. The synthesizer contains four expandable modules (Movie S1, Supporting Information): 1) Up to four acceptor and 23 different donor slides can be manually loaded into the slide holder. 2, 3) A robot transports these slides between the slide holder and the positioning table, 4) while the laser system automatically transfers the AAs. An acceptor slide is reproducibly aligned on the positioning table by three positioning bolts. Then, different donor slides are placed successively on top of the acceptor slide and the laser transfer is performed. To prohibit local overheating of the donor slide material during the laser transfer process, we implemented a random spot transfer algorithm (Figure S4, Supporting Information).

Figure 2. Automated laser-based microarray synthesizer. The system comprises: a slide holder for acceptor and donor slides; a robot with gripper tool for transportation of acceptor and donor slides; a positioning table with automated alignment of acceptor slides; a laser system with a 405 nm diode laser and laser scanning system.

2.2. Optimization of the Laser-Based In Situ Peptide Microarray Synthesis

Upon increasing the spot density, all in situ synthesis technologies eventually suffer from yield and spot morphology problems. Therefore, we developed an optimization pipeline for our laser-based in situ solid-phase peptide synthesis approach to optimize the transfer and coupling of the 20 AAs, which requires hundreds of experiments (Figure 3). While optimized for our process, the pipeline can quickly be adapted to any in situ synthesis approach, based on other printing technologies.

Initially, we needed a robust quantification procedure of the resulting AA spots (spot morphology and yield). A commonly used approach for the detection of AAs on functionalized surfaces is by fluorescence labeling and imaging, we investigated three different labeling procedures, such as direct dye labeling with or without side chain deprotection or indirect biotin-streptavidin labeling (Figure 3a; Figure S5, Supporting Information), we obtained reliable and comparable results by side chain deprotection of the AAs and direct DyLight 633 N-hydroxysuccinimide ester labeling. Furthermore, we assumed a positive correlation between fluorescence intensity and AA coupling efficiency: higher AA coupling results in higher fluorescence intensity (Figure S6, Supporting Information). This correlation was also previously observed by others.\cite{29} Moreover, to enable a fast analysis of thousands of fluorescent spots from various experiments (e.g., transfer parameters of 20 AAs), we developed an automated image detection software based on the open-source framework OpenCV.\cite{29}
Next, we needed to precisely control the deposited material of each transferred AA, which defines the final spot size and shape. Thus, we optimized the polymer coating thickness and AA concentration of an example AA donor slide (Figure 3b; Figures S7–S8, Supporting Information). Styrene-acrylic copolymer (SLEC; Figure S9, Supporting Information) was chosen, because in contrast to other polymers (Figure S10, Supporting Information), it offers the most robust spot sizes resulting in the highest synthesis resolution of 10 000 spots cm$^{-2}$. Alanine was selected as the representative AA, because solubility issues should first arise for small and unpolar AAs. We varied the amount of SLEC and AA for the preparation of donor slides between 18–31.5 mg SLEC with 6.7–11.7% w/w AA. Even higher amounts of SLEC and AA resulted in highly variable spot sizes, while being less material saving. For 27 mg of SLEC and 3 mg of AA, we observed the most robust transfer (<100 µm width). However, since different AAs lead to different glass transition temperatures of the SLEC composite,[30] the same laser parameters lead to different spot widths for each AA. Therefore, by varying lasing power and duration in a range (50–120 mW and 3–12 ms) for each AA, we extracted the optimal experimental parameters (Figures S11–S15, Supporting Information). Finally, as repeating coupling cycles of the same AA is typically performed in solid-phase peptide synthesis to increase the synthesis yield, we initially assumed three repeating coupling cycles per AA necessary, with a standard coupling time of 60 min each.

Employing these synthesis parameters, we investigated the potential to store the donor slides over a duration of seven days and reuse identical donor slide positions up to six times (Figure 3c; Figure S16, Supporting Information). This significantly reduces material consumption and preparation time. As we compared the fluorescence intensity and spot size to a fresh transfer (i.e., single transfer after one day of storage), we observed the trend of decreasing intensity and spot size over storage time and number of reuses. Particularly, the number of reuses strongly depends on the amount of previously transferred material and the deformation of the donor slide that is influenced by the lasing parameters (i.e., strong lasing parameters result in strong deformation) and is not a result of AA denaturation (Figure S17–S30, Supporting Information).

As a criterion before discarding a donor slide, we introduced empirical thresholds that took the use of multiple (repeated) coupling cycles into account: For spot densities of 1600 spots cm$^{-2}$ and 10 000 spots cm$^{-2}$, we required a minimum of 60% and 50% of the average fluorescence intensity and spot area. These values guaranteed saturated fluorescence intensity (and assumed coupling) over the entire spot.

To validate our first optimization iteration, we synthesized HA and Flag epitope variants (4444 spots cm$^{-2}$), containing one additional C-terminal AA (YPYDVPDYAX and DYKD-DDDKX, X = one of 20 AA; Figure 3d; Figure S31, Supporting Information), and measured specific antibody binding. For the Flag epitope, we observed a quantifiable trend, because the antibody binding appeared independent of the C-terminal AA, while the HA epitope binding was strongly influenced by the C-terminal AA. Yet, Flag peptides with a C-terminal histidine, proline, arginine, and tryptophan showed a (potentially) poor coupling efficiency. To overcome these assumed shortcomings, we performed an additional optimization iteration: For the poorly coupling AA, we increased the AA concentration to 20% w/w and repeated the analysis of optimal process parameters. Then, we investigated the optimal number of coupling cycles for each of the 20 AA (Figure S32, Supporting Information), where we defined the optimal number as maximum fluorescence intensity and non-overlapping spots. Interestingly, while the spot area increased over repeating coupling cycles, we observed a decrease in fluorescence intensity for some AAs after reaching maximum within the previous cycle. Hence, we used this observation as stop criterion. Consecutively, we investigated different coupling durations. A reduction from 60 min to 10 min is possible without a loss in coupling efficiency (Figure S33, Supporting Information). Finally, as we observed varying spot sizes for different AAs that will result in varying peptide spot widths, we introduced a pre-pattern of the acceptor slide with aspartic acid (Figure S34, Supporting Information). This restricted the growing peptide to the size of the initial aspartic acid spot pattern. We chose aspartic acid, because its negative charge at neutral pH is known to prevent unspecific interaction between most antibodies and the surface[31] and the transfer resulted in small and stable spots after coupling.
2.3. Validation of Optimized Parameters

Using the optimized parameters, we synthesized a microarray with 1600 spots cm\(^{-2}\) containing Flag epitopes variants with an additional C-terminal AA, a 1–12 AA long glycine-serine spacer,[32] and an aspartic acid pre-patterning. The variants with the 20 different AAs at the C-terminus still showed a decreased antibody binding for histidine, arginine, or tryptophan (Figure 4a). However, antibody binding increased after including the pre-patterning. This indicates that the coupling of these AAs can be strongly affected by the preceding AA, which has previously been reported.[33] In comparison, variants with an increasing glycine-serine spacer without (Figure 4b) and with (Tables S1 and S2, Supporting Information) a C-terminal AA inclusion showed an expected behavior: The elongated Flag epitope (max. 20 residues) had an almost stable antibody binding up to a length of 15 residues. Then, a linear decrease to \(\approx 59\%\) and \(\approx 32\%\) without and with the pre-patterning was observed (compared to the reference peptide). This corresponds to an average yield of \(\approx 95.7\%\) and \(\approx 90.2\%\) respectively. Furthermore, we could verify that the minimal Flag epitope, which is responsible for the antibody recognition, is located at the N-terminus (Figure S35, Supporting Information). This is further supported by the performed Flag epitope substitution analysis (Figure S36, Supporting Information). Thus, due to this N-terminal epitope region, we could validate our 20-residue peptide microarray synthesis. In addition, we synthesized microarrays containing the same Flag variants with a spot density of 10000 spots cm\(^{-2}\) and repeated our evaluation (Figure S37, Tables S3 and S4, Supporting Information). A lower antibody binding was evident compared to the 1600 spots cm\(^{-2}\) microarray synthesis. Nevertheless, sufficient antibody binding could be measured for most synthesized peptides. To support our assumption that the antibody binding correlates with the AA coupling efficiency, we analyzed the synthesis yield of representative AAs by measuring the N-(9H-Fluoren-9-ylmethyl)-piperidine absorbance after transferring one large AA spot pattern. While the measurement correlates with the antibody binding trend (e.g., low yield histidine, high yield glycine), it appeared less reliable (Figure S38, Supporting Information). Fluctuating synthesis yields between different acceptor slides were observed, which are strongly dependent on the coupled area (i.e., spot size upon labeling). Depending on this, the results varied up to \(\approx 60\%\).

2.4. Validation and Application of the Laser-Assisted Peptide Synthesis

To validate our optimized parameter sets (Tables S5–S7, Supporting Information) for an application, we performed a fully combinatorial peptide microarray synthesis with 1600, 4444, and 10000 spots cm\(^{-2}\). The Ebola virus surface glycoprotein was mapped as 662 individual 15-residue peptide spots with a lateral shift of one AA, which we used to screen the serum IgG antibody response of an Ebola virus disease survivor (Figure 5b and c). The IgG response of the three microarrays with different spot densities displayed a strong monotonic
correlation (Figure S39, Supporting Information), which shows that our process is sufficiently robust to detect IgG epitopes independent of the spot density.

Next, to validate if we not only produced consistent microarrays but also detected significant epitopes, we screened the IgG response of an Ebola virus disease survivor on a commercial reference peptide microarray (produced with particle-based synthesis) containing the same peptides of the Ebola virus surface glycoprotein. This comparison showed that we could identify the same IgG epitopes as the commercial reference (Table S8, Supporting Information), except for one minor signal (Figure 5d,e). Additionally, we found four previously reported epitopes\textsuperscript{[34,35]} as well as one to our knowledge unreported epitope (AA 430–448), which highlights that we can produce fully combinatorial high quality peptide microarrays. Subsequently, we synthesized microarrays of the complete Ebola virus proteome in single AA resolution (4805 individual peptides) on separate 8.18 $\times$ 13.36 mm\textsuperscript{2} and 4.54 $\times$ 10.70 mm\textsuperscript{2} areas to perform a comprehensive epitope study of the Ebola virus disease survivor (Figures S40–S47 and Tables S8–S15, Supporting Information).

Figure 5. Synthesized Ebola virus surface glycoprotein peptide microarrays for IgG antibody screening of a disease survivor. a) The Ebola virus surface glycoprotein sequence was mapped as 662 overlapping 15-residue peptides with a lateral shift of one AA (as spot duplicates). After serum incubation, antibody binding to arrays with b) 4444 and c) 10 000 spots cm\textsuperscript{−2} was analyzed with fluorescence imaging and data presented as mean (of median IgG value) $\pm$ SD. d) The resulting signals of the 4444 spots cm\textsuperscript{−2} ($n = 10$, background subtraction of 400 a.u.) and e) commercial reference microarrays ($n = 8$, background subtraction of 162 a.u.) are shown. Our synthesized microarray was able to detect more epitopes than the commercial array. Epitopes are highlighted in grey (*: known from literature; †: newly identified).
Information). This was only possible with our increased microarray spot density, since a larger array surface area requires a higher than usually available amount of such a valuable serum sample. While the analysis of the complete Ebola proteome with peptide arrays has not been reported yet, our data coincide well with Becquart et al. [15] who have analyzed VP35, VP40, nucleoprotein, and glycoprotein with a peptide ELISA assay.

2.5. Laser-Based Synthesis of Fluorophore Microarrays

To show the chemical flexibility of our process and its capability to precisely tune the transferred material, we produced fluorophore microarrays (Figure 6). Besides the amide bond formation, we performed the Schiff base condensation reaction (imine formation) to synthesize a fluorophore array (Figure 6a). The Schiff base reaction can be used to synthesize various molecules [36] or materials [37] such as fluorescent dyes for sensory applications [38, 39]. This makes them a highly attractive class of small molecules, which may be explored in microarray screenings. To synthesize the 2-(3-(carboxymethoxy)benzylidene) amino)benzoic acid on the microarray (Figure 6b), we carried out two steps: 1) Laser transfer and amide bond coupling of pentafluorophenyl activated 2-(3-formylphenoxy)acetic acid to the functionalized substrate 2) and consecutive laser transfer and Schiff base reaction of 2-aminobenzoic acid with 2-(3-formylphenoxy)acetic acid.

Moreover, we exploited the high precision of our system to precisely transfer defined amounts of SLEC containing red and green fluorophores onto a standard glass slide (Figure 6c,d). Recently, Whitesides et al. used inkjet printing to create fluorescent patterns for long-term data storage. [40] While the authors required seven different dyes to store 8-bit information in one pixel, in our approach, we can create >256 distinguishable ratios in one spot by using only two fluorophores. To achieve this, we screened many nested lasing parameter gradients (Figure S48, Supporting Information) to obtain optimum parameters for a precise red-green color mixing. Beyond data storage, this approach can enable the transfer of different chemicals in the microarray format for high-throughput reaction screening.

3. Conclusion

We developed a modular and robust automated high-throughput and high-precision laser-based microarray synthesizer that can generate up to 20-residue peptides with a spot density of 10,000 spots cm⁻² in high yield. We established an analysis pipeline (material transfer, visualization, and quantification) to optimize our laser-based process in regards to transfer precision and reproducibility, as well as the resulting spot morphology and coupling efficiency. Through this optimization, we were able to advance our technology to synthesize thousands of different high quality peptides containing all 20 AAs and up to 20 residues. We synthesized 1600, 4444, and 10,000 spots cm⁻² peptide microarrays containing the Ebola virus surface glycoprotein and analyzed the IgG response of an Ebola virus disease survivor. The results showed a high reproducibility with robust epitope detection, independent of the spot density. Compared to a commercial reference Ebola virus surface glycoprotein microarray, we not only identified the same epitopes with improved signal to noise ratio, but also detected additional epitopes that are known from literature using ELISA peptide screening platforms. These results imply that we achieve high quality synthethesizes. High-density peptide microarrays (4444 and 10,000 spots cm⁻²) containing the complete Ebola virus proteome for the first time in single amino acid resolution (4805 individual peptides) provide an excellent tool to study the IgG response of an Ebola virus infection survivor. We illustrate the chemical flexibility of our process and its capability to precisely tune the amounts of transferred material by synthesizing a Schiff base fluorophore microarray, we refined the transfer for a highly precise mixing of two compounds, enabling high-throughput reaction screening in the microarray format. In the future, we will combine the automated system that drastically reduces manual labor [25, 41] with our recently developed high-resolution donor slide [42] for automated microarray syntheses with densities of >100,000 spots cm⁻².

4. Experimental Section

Laser-Based Synthesizer: The lasing system consisted of a 405 nm wavelength diode laser with a Gaussian beam profile and a maximum of 300 mW power (iBeam smart 405-S, TOPTICA Photonics AG), which is lead through a laser scanning system (intelliSCAN III 10, SCANLAB).
linked to an f-theta-lens (JENAt 170-355-140, JENOPTIK Optical Systems GmbH). The measured maximum power in the actual lasing area was 210 mW.

The transport of acceptor and donor slides was automated between the slide holder and the lasing area with a KUKA AGILUS six KR 3 R540 robot (KUKA AG), which has a precision of 20 µm and maximum axis velocities of A1:530, A2:529, A3:538, A4:600, A5:600, and A6:600 per s. To guarantee a stable process, each axis was reduced to 20% of its maximum possible velocity. As robot tool, a gripper (with four 2 mm diameter rubber suction cups) was used, which was connected to a pneumatics system that initiated and released vacuum for transportation.

Within the lasing area, a simple pressure based mechanical alignment, was introduced controlled by the pneumatics system, which ensured the same (<10 µm precision) acceptor slide position for every laser transfer. In specific, after the robot placed the acceptor slide into the lasing area, a soft vacuum suction (<30 kPa) was applied to keep the acceptor slide level. Then, pneumatic springs with curved bolts placed the acceptor slide into the desired location. A strong vacuum (<80 kPa) suction was applied to keep the acceptor slide in place during the process.

Finally, the entire setup (laser scanning system, transportation robot, pneumatics system, time management, etc.) was controlled through a self-designed control system. A python-based application that uses the RoboDK python API (version 3.4.7, RoboDK) was built to control the transportation robot and remote control laserDESK application (version 1.4.3.1, SCANLAB Gmbh) to control the laser scanning system. The pneumatics systems and safety control was read out through a serial connection and in addition to the automation procedure, a graphical user interface was developed for non-expert use.

Evaluation of Amine and Peptide Spots: The measured average fluorescence intensity of an AA spot was calculated through the averaged vertical and horizontal line intensity (obtained through ImageJ) and automatically evaluated threshold values that detect the spot edge. This approach guaranteed a measurement error below ±2 pixel = ±10 µm. Furthermore, the average AA spot area was approximated through the vertical and horizontal width to obtain the lowest spot area in case of deformation (i.e., worst-case approximation).

Automatically detected peptide spots of the produced microarrays were evaluated with a developed spot detection program, which resulted a maximum error of ±4 pixel = ±20 µm.

Measured peptide spots of the produced microarrays with a fixed spot size were evaluated with the GenePix Pro software (version 7 Analysis Only, Molecular Devices, LLC). If not stated otherwise, a fixed feature (spot width) of 55, 90, and 110 µm was used for the evaluation of microarrays with a spot density of 1600, 4444, and 10 000 spots cm−2.

Commercial microarrays were evaluated with the PepSlide Analyzer software (version 1.3.8, SICASYS Software GmbH) using the fixed-spot detection method with a spot width of 250 µm and spot height of 400 µm. The printed region was 190 µm × 338 µm.

Donor Slide Preparation: For the preparation of a blank donor slide, a microscope glass slide was covered with self-adhesive polyimide foil (Kapton HN, DuPont, 25 µm polyimide layer with a 45 µm siloxane-based adhesive layer; CMC Klebetechnik), which acted as a support. Then, different mixtures of styrene acrylic copolymer (SLEC; SLEC LT 7552, Sekisui Chemical Co., LTD), pre-dissolved in 450 µL dichloromethane (DCM), and a chemical compound, pre-dissolved in 50 µL N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), which resulted in 500 µL of spin coating solution, were prepared. These solutions were spin-coated (80 rps) on top of a blank donor slide resulting in a variety of donor slide compositions (Table S16, Supporting Information). Materials, spin coating parameters, and resulting theoretical coating thicknesses (Tables S17 and S18, Supporting Information) were derived from Drage-Flores et al.[47,48]

Acceptor Slide Preparation and Amino Acid Coupling: For the peptide microarray synthesis, PEGMA-co-MMA (PEPPerPRINT GmbH) slides with a terminal N-[9H-Fluore-9-ylmethoxy]carbonyl]-protected (Fmoc-protected) β-alanine were used as solid support ( acceptor slides). All solvent incubation steps were carried out at room temperature (rt). Furthermore, for every solvent incubation step, the acceptor slide was placed in a petri dish, fully covered with solvent, and vibrated on an orbital shaker.

Pre-swelling of the PEGMA-co-MMA coating was achieved by immersing the acceptor slide in DMF for 20 min. For Fmoc-deprotection the acceptor slide was immersed in 20% v/v piperidine in DMF for 20 min. After washing the acceptor slide 3× for 3 min in DMF, 1× for 2 min in methanol (MeOH), and 1× for 1 min in DCN (in the following called wash), it was dried in a jet of air.

Following laser-assisted material transfer, the coupling reaction was performed: By heating the acceptor slide to 95 °C for 60 min under inert gas atmosphere, the pentfluorophenyl ester-activated (OPf- activated) AA reacted with the functional groups of the acceptor slide. If not stated otherwise, AAs were Fmoc-protected and OPf-activated (Novabiochem, Merck KGaA). Due to the OPf activation of the AAs, a low rate of racemization was expected, which have been shown for cysteine (Figures S48 and S49, Supporting Information) and tyrosine (Figures S50 and S51, Supporting Information).

Direct Labeling of Amino Groups with a Fluorescent Dye: The acceptor slide preparation protocol, as described in acceptor slide preparation and amino acid coupling, was followed. After the AA was transferred and coupled, the remaining amino groups of the acceptor slide were capped twice by immersing the slide in a solution of 10% acetic anhydride, 20% N,N-dissopropylethylamine (DIPEA), and 70% DMF v/v/v. The first capping cycle included 2 min in an ultrasonic bath, followed by 30 min on a shaker. The second cycle was carried out with a fresh capping solution for 30 min. Then, the slide was washed and dried. Afterwards, the Fmoc-protected amino groups of the AAs were deprotected (acceptor slide preparation and amino acid coupling) and the slides were washed and dried. For AAs with protected side chains, the acid labile protecting groups were deprotected by immersing the acceptor slide 3× for 30 min in a solution of 51% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 44% DMF, 3% triisobutylsilane, and 2% water v/v/v/v. Next, the acceptor slide was washed for 5 min in DCN and then, immersed in 5% v/v DIPEA in DMF for 20 min. Following slide chain protection and neutralization, the acceptor slide was washed and dried. Next, to visualize the resulting AA spots, the amino groups were stained with DyLight 633 N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). The acceptor slide was immersed in 0.05% v/v Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBST) containing 0.1 µg mL−1 DyLight 633 NHS ester for 60 min. Finally, the slide was rinsed with water, washed 2× for 10 min in PBST, rinsed multiple times with water, washed 2× for 10 min in DMF, washed 1× for 1 min with DCN, and dried.

Indirect labeling of amino groups with biotin and streptavidin: The acceptor slide preparation protocol and AA coupling (acceptor slide preparation and amino acid coupling), capping, and deprotection were carried out (direct labeling of amino groups with a fluorescent dye).

Subsequently, 250 µL of a solution containing 20 µmol mL−1 biotin (Fluka BioChemika), 60 µmol mL−1 N,N-dissopropylcarbodiimide (DIC), Acros Organics B.V.B.A), and 20 µmol mL−1 pentafluorophenol (PfpOH; Acros Organics B.V.B.A) in DMF were carefully spread on one acceptor slide. A second acceptor slide was placed on top of the first to functionalize both simultaneously overnight. Afterward the slides were washed and dried. To avoid unspecific binding, the acceptor slide was blocked with blocking buffer (MB-070, Rockland Immunochemicals Inc.) for 30 min on a shaker. Next, the slide was incubated with 0.4 µg mL−1 CF633 streptavidin (29 037, Biotium, Inc.) in staining buffer (10% v/v blocking buffer in PBST) for 60 min on a shaker. Finally, the acceptor slide was washed 3× with PBST, dipped in 1 mmol L−1 tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) buffer (Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG) with pH 7.4, and dried in a jet of air.

Reversed-Phase High Performance Liquid Chromatography Coupled to Mass Spectrometry of Single AA: To analyze the potential of AA denaturation during laser-assisted transfer, reversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) coupled to mass spectrometry (MS) measurements of valine, phenylalanine, and tyrosine (reuse values of 2, 4, and 6 respectively) were performed.
AA were transferred over an area of 20 × 60 mm² onto microscope glass slides and then, heated for 10 min. New and reused donor slides were used separately for the transfer onto the microscope glass slides. Following laser-assisted transfer and heating, the material was washed from the glass slides with acetone and dried in a Buchi Rotavapor R-210. Additionally, measurements of phenylalanine after five cycles of transferring and heating were performed to investigate the influence of above optimal coupling cycles. References of each AA were also analyzed, as well as transferred SLEC, which is present in all transferred samples. Following laser-assisted transfer and heating, the material was washed from the glass slides with acetone and dried in a Buchi Rotavapor R-210. Samples containing AA and SLEC were dissolved in 100 μL of dioxane. AA references were diluted to 0.5 mg mL⁻¹ in dioxane. RP-HPLC-MS was performed with an Agilent Technologies 1260 Infinity II coupled to InfinityLab LC/MSD single quadrupole mass spectrometer. For separation of the AA SLEC mixture, the following methods were used—method A: Agilent InfinityLab Proshell 120 EC-C18, 3.0 × 150 mm, 2.7 μm, flow rate 0.7 mL min⁻¹ with 5 min 50% B in A, 50% to 100% B in A in 35 min, 5 min 100% B, (A = 0.1% formic acid in water, B = acetonitrile).

**Peptide Array Synthesis—Acceptor Slide Modification:** First, a PEGMA-co-MMA Fmoc-b-Alanine acceptor slide was pre-swollen, deprotected, washed, and dried (acceptor slide preparation and amino acid coupling). For the Ha and Flag epitope syntheses, 250 μL of a solution containing 20 μmol mL⁻¹ OPfp-activated Fmoc-protected aspartic acid in DMF were carefully spread on top of one acceptor slide and a second acceptor slide was placed on top to functionalize both slides simultaneously. In contrast, for the produced Ebola virus surface glycoprotein/proteome peptide microarrays, the aforementioned step was replaced by laser-assisted material transfer and coupling of the OPfp-activated Fmoc-protected aspartic acid (i.e., pre-patterning). Subsequently, the slides were washed, dried, capped twice (direct labeling of amino groups with a fluorescent dye), washed, dried, Fmoc-deprotected (acceptor slide preparation and amino acid coupling). Then, washed and dried again. Likewise, a second functionalization step with a solution containing 20 μmol mL⁻¹ Fmoc-protected b-Alanine, 60 μmol mL⁻¹ DIC, and 20 μmol mL⁻¹ hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt; Sigma-Aldrich) was performed and again, the slides were washed, dried, capped twice, washed, and dried.

**Peptide Array Synthesis—Coupling Reaction:** A PEGMA-co-MMA b-Alanine aspartic acid Fmoc-b-Alanine functionalized slide was used (peptide array synthesis—acceptor slide modification). The slide was pre-swollen, Fmoc-deprotected, washed, and dried, and the AAs transferred and coupled (acceptor slide preparation and amino acid coupling). The laser-assisted transfer of AA patterns from different donor slides to the acceptor was performed, followed by coupling at 95 °C for 60 min (or 10 min for the Ebola virus surface glycoprotein/proteome microarrays) under inert gas atmosphere. Before the laser-assisted transfer of all AAs was repeated with identical patterns, the acceptor slide was washed 2× in acetone for 2 min and dried. After completion of all coupling cycles (coupling of one AA layer), two capping cycles (for the first AA layer three times) were carried out (direct labeling of amino groups with a fluorescent dye). From the third AA layer on, the capping duration was reduced to 15 min per capping cycle. Next, the acceptor slide was Fmoc-deprotected (acceptor slide preparation and amino acid coupling), washed, and dried. The aforementioned steps (laser-assisted transfer, coupling, capping, and Fmoc-deprotection) were repeated to synthesize the desired peptides in the array format. Then, the N-terminal of the peptide was acetylated (direct labeling of amino groups with a fluorescent dye) and the slides were washed and dried. Concluding the peptide synthesis, the side chains of the AAs were deprotected (direct labeling of amino groups with a fluorescent dye), neutralized, washed, and dried.

**HA and Flag Epitope Array Staining:** The synthesized HA and Flag epitope arrays were detected with ReadyTag anti-HA (RT028, Bio X Cell, Inc.; 1.0 mg mL⁻¹) labeled with Lightning-Link Rapid Cy5 Labeling Kit (342-0005, Expedeon Ltd.) and Anti-Flag M2-Cy3 (A9594, Sigma-Aldrich; 1.0 mg mL⁻¹). To avoid unspecified binding of the serum antibodies, the arrays were blocked with blocking buffer for 30 min with orbital shaking. Subsequently, the arrays were incubated with 1:1000 diluted anti-HA and/or anti-Flag antibodies in staining buffer for 30 min on a shaker. To remove unbound antibodies, the arrays were shortly washed 3× with PBST. Finally, the arrays were dipped in 1 mmol L⁻¹ Tris HCl buffer pH 7.4 and dried in a jet of air.

For the validation of synthesis yield via antibody binding fluorescence analysis by peptide microarray (Figure 4), the negative controls (i.e., copies of all synthesized peptides with an additional C-terminal SLEC spot without any AA) were 10% of the wild type Flag epitope.

**Coupling Analysis of Amino Acids via N-(9H-Fluoren-9-ylmethyl)-piperidine Absorbance:** The following procedure was adapted from Loeffler et al.:[6] For pre-swelling, 1 mL of DMF was pipetted onto an acceptor slide and incubated for 20 min. To avoid evaporation, a tissue, moisturized with DMF, was placed inside the petri dish. Then, Fmoc-deprotection was performed by replacing the DMF with 1 mL of 20% v/v piperidine in DMF and incubation for 20 min. The deprotection solution was collected and the acceptor slide rinsed with additional 200 μL 20% v/v piperidine in DMF, which were collected as well. The absorbance of N-(9H-Fluoren-9-ylmethyl)-piperidine at 301 nm within the deprotection solution was measured to determine the loading of the acceptor slide with β-alanine. After the acceptor slide was washed and dried in a jet of air, a large AA pattern was transferred onto this acceptor slide and coupled for 10 min at 95 °C under inert gas atmosphere. The slide was capped 2× for 20 min and 1× for 30 min with a fresh solution of 10% acetic anhydride, 20% DIPEA, and 70% DMF v/v, as well as washed and dried in a jet of air. Consequently, the Fmoc-deprotection and absorbance measurement (at 301 nm) were repeated. Finally, to calculate the loading after AA transfer, the coupled area was detected by labeling with DyLight 633 NHS ester (direct labeling of amino groups with a fluorescent dye). Loading formula: \[ \text{loading} = \frac{n_\text{mol} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2}}{A \cdot \text{cm}^2} \] where \( A \) is the area [cm²].

**Ebola Virus Proteome Array Generation and Patient Sample Analysis:** For the generation of the Ebola virus proteome arrays, the NCBi reference sequence NC_002549.1 was used and cut into overlapping 15-residue peptides, which were synthesized on the arrays. Prior to the incubation with serum (Ebola virus disease survivor, voluntary donor with informed consent,[S5] as agreed with the ethics committee of the Goethe University Hospital, Frankfurt), the arrays were incubated with the subsequently explained steps, including the secondary antibodies without the use of a serum sample. This was carried out to monitor unspecific binding of the secondary antibodies to the peptide arrays (false positive signals).

Before incubation, the arrays were pre-swollen for 15 min with PBST at rt and orbital shaking. To avoid unspecific binding of the serum antibodies, the arrays were blocked with blocking buffer for 30 min with orbital shaking. Following a short washing step with PBST, 1:200 diluted serum in staining buffer was incubated overnight with staining at 4 °C. To remove unbound serum components, the arrays were shortly washed 3× with PBST. Next, the human serum antibodies were detected with 1:1000 diluted Anti-Human IgG Fc cross-adsorbed DyLight 650 (A080-304DS, Bethyl Laboratories, Inc.; 1.0 mg mL⁻¹) in staining buffer. In parallel, control peptides were detected with 1:2000 diluted anti-HA and anti-Flag in staining buffer. Thus, the diluted secondary antibodies were applied simultaneously to the microarrays for 30 min at rt and orbital shaking. Finally, to remove unbound secondary antibodies, the arrays were shortly washed 3× with PBST, dipped in 1 mmol L⁻¹ Tris HCl buffer pH 7.4, and dried in a jet of air.

**Vertical Scanning Interferometry:** Vertical scanning interferometry was performed with a smartWLI compact (Gesellschaft für Bild- und Signalverarbeitung (GBS) GmbH, Ilmenau, Germany) attached to a ×5 magnification lens. Resulting measurements were evaluated with the developed spot software.[6]
toluene as internal standard at 25 °C using a column system by PSS SDV 100/1000/100000 column (B × 30 mm, 5 μm particle size) with a PSS SDV precolumn (B × 50 mm), a SECurity RI detector, SECcurity UV/VIS detector, and a calibration with PS standards or PEO standards from PSS.

Reversed-Phase High Performance Liquid Chromatography Coupled to Mass Spectrometry of Peptide Epimers: To analyze potential racemization of AAs during peptide synthesis, RP-PLC-MS measurements of short 4-residue peptides (CFDD and YFDD) were performed. Either Fmoc-Cys(Trt)-OPfp or Fmoc-Tyr(Bu)-OPfp in DMF (0.1 mmol/mL) were coupled at 95 °C for 15 min (ensuring at least 10 min at 95 °C) to Rink amide resin (855001, Novabiochem Merck), carrying 3-residue peptide (FDD), in a 1.5 mL reaction tube using an Eppendorf ThermoMixer C. The prepared peptides were Fmoc-deprotected and cleaved from the solid support with simultaneous deprotection of side chain groups by using 90% TFA, 5% trisopropylsilane, 5% water v/v/v f 2 h. Cold diethyl ether was added to the crude peptide containing solution and cleaved product solution and after 30 min on ice, the supernatant was decanted after centrifugation. This process was repeated and the crystallized product was dried. Finally, the product was dissolved in water and lyophilized with Christ Alpha 2–4 LD plus freeze dryer.

For the analysis, the peptides were dissolved in water. The references containing a 1:1 mixture of LC-FFD and D-FFD and L-YFDD and D-YFDD were diluted to 0.5 mg mL−1 in water. RP-PLC-MS was performed with an Agilent Technologies 1200 Infinity II coupled to InfinityLab LC/MSD single quadrupole mass spectrometer. For separation of the L/D-mixture was heated to 60 °C for 10 min under inert gas atmosphere, the OPfp-activated 2-(3-formylphenoxy)acetic acid in methanol (analytical grade) with a final concentration of 75 μg mL−1. The normal fluorescence spectra of 2-(3-formylphenoxy)acetic and 2-aminoacidic acid were tested with the same procedure at a fixed excitation wavelength of 532 nm (Figure S55, Supporting Information).

Fluorophore Microarray Synthesis Using the Schiff Base Reaction: Blank donor slides and spin-coating parameters were used as described in donor slide preparation. For the 2-(3-formylphenoxy)acetic acid donor slide, 27 mg SLEC and 10 mg 2-aminobenzoic acid 1 (A89855, Sigma-Aldrich) in 500 μL acetone were dissolved in water. RP-HPLC-MS was performed with the fluorescence scanner Genepix 4000B (Molecular Devices) with a resolution of 5 μm and a laser power of 33%. The different parameters for the wavelength detection and photo multiplier gain (PMT) are listed in Table S20, Supporting Information.

Statistical Analysis: Data was acquired from unprocessed fluorescence image data. If applicable, applied transformations (e.g., normalization and background subtraction) are stated within the caption of each figure/table. Except for data points that were strongly affected by process irregularities (e.g., dirt), outliers were considered. Quantitative data was presented as measurement value ± measurement error, mean ± standard deviation (SD), or mean with min/max value boundaries. For all single AA experiments, the sample size was increased until a trend was observable. At least three data points per experiment were acquired, except for the evaluation of the proteome data that contained two data points. Statistical significance of the spearman rank correlation was assessed using python scipy.stats.spearmanr; a p-value of at least p < 10−10 was measured for all experiments. All statistical analyses were carried out with python and the developed analysis tools (Evaluation of amino acid and peptide spots). IgG epitopes within the Ebola virus proteome were detected by surpassing a threshold value that is based on the limit of blank, which were acquired from the fluorescence intensity of secondary antibodies. For the synthesized microarrays, the threshold value was at least ten times above the limit of blank.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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